
Kavya Padiyar secured 98.8% in Class X Board Examination, 80
students secured more than 90% and 12 students secured 100% in
one or more subjects in AISSE.
Shreya Bora secured 98.2% (Commerce), Sandili Kapil secured
97.6% (Science) and Shubh Jaiswal secured 97.4% (Humanities) in
Class XII Board Examination. 60 students secured more than 90%
and 8 students secured 100% in one or more subjects in AISSCE. 

SPIRITED EVENTS AT 
ASHOK HALL GIRLS'

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL
22 Students of Aryaman Vikram Birla Institute of
Learning left Haldwani on the 6th July to participate
in 4 Inter School Competitions: Poetry Recitation,
Declamation, Western Choir and Drama at Ashok
Hall Girls' Residential School, Majkhali on 7th and
8th July, 2022. Aryaman Vikram Birla Institute of
Learning stood first in Poetry Recitation, and second
in the Western Choir while G.D. Birla Memorial
School, bagged the first position in Declamation.
Post dinner students of all the three schools gathered
in the field around the bonfire and had a gala time
snacking and dancing to the music. The next day,
Inter-house Drama Competition on the theme
Climate Change was won by the students of
Aryaman Vikram Birla Institute of Learning. Before
leaving the campus students visited the School
Library and thanked the host school for the events
and the wonderful time they had with them. It was a
memorable trip much cherished    by all.

The thing that terrifies me the most is my math exam! The fear is
agonizing and the struggle is real but the efforts are fatal. As a kid, I
was never afraid of Math, I actually enjoyed it but then came
fractions which destroyed all the good times Math and I had spent,
with passing time, our relationship worsened. Then came Algebra,
integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, surface volume and
all of these played the role of Kamolika!
I am always miserable a week before my Math exam, to calm myself
I seek solace in music and the first line that plays in my mind is
"Saari umr hum, mar mar ke jee liye". The pressure is intense and I
am on the brink of bursting due to the surface pressure over me, my
mother says, “Don’t worry, just believe in yourself". But I can sense
her high hopes.
Then comes the big day! the exam day. As if, "Hey, did you
complete RD Sharma" or "Have you done the optional exercise” are
not enough, the topper asks a question which has the least
probability but, I feel whatever I don't know would surely come.
The exam starts and there creeps in the feeling of life and death. 
The paper gets over, on one hand, I am enthusiastic and exhausted
on another. Later, much to my surprise, I get to know that I passed
the exam. Not with flying colours but "Pant ji ki bitiya pass ho gayi"
feels kind of nice after facing and overcoming my fear.
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School has a strong community of parents who are
renowned and well-established professionals in their
respective fields. Some of these experts visit the School to
share their insights, valuable time, and advice with the
students to guide and motivate them to excel in various
spheres. As a part of this programme, two parents Dr.
Anfal Arshi, a scientist with DRDO, and Colonel Neelkash
Pant interacted with students on 23rd July 2022. They
elaborated upon the planning and execution of study
routine in student life and the need for self-discipline to
bring about a sea of change in society through personal
growth and self-actualization. They shared various learning
experiences and emphasized on having smart goals in life. 

Students of classes III to VIII are collecting household
plastic items and giving it for recycling and reducing the
plastic usage. They proposed ideas to minimize the plastic
use by being a part of the "0" Plastic Mission and pledged
to care for the environment by participating in a plantation
drive on 15th July, on the occasion of the local festival-
Harela, which promotes caring for nature.

MISSION "0" PLASTIC

RENDEZVOUS WITH ARYMANITES

Prashant Singh Rawat- a 2017 Batch pass out is currently
representing India in the National Basketball. An enthusiastic
sportsperson, Prashant met with the students to share his
learning experiences and  motivate students to follow their
dreams with diligence and perseverance.
Shreya Pandey- a 2019 batch scholar, visited School to meet
with the students and share how to pursue their academic goals
and seek admission to Universities abroad. She is currently
pursuing Electrical Engineering from National University of
Singapore. She has represented her college in several student
exchange programme.
Priyadarshini Bishnoi - a 2013 Batch pass out is currently working with TIMES NOW and ZOOM TV. She interacted
with students and elaborated upon working step by step to materialize and follow their dreams. She spoke about the
significance of following your passion as a person. 

GUIDING LIGHTS


